Dear Howard,

We have been very sorry indeed to hear only yesterday that your people have been so bad in a general way. But I hope they are all right again: somehow we had heard nothing about it till a note came from Polly saying that they were getting better.

I shall get over to Alderley for an
Manuchiel & I are doing a little

Together which we must publish it

I can't yet have known as much as 1 am prepared to

Who has never been abroad, which I have been able to

If he is indefinitely, some difficulties to

House which I could have beheld, in any case for

Perhaps you may find some difficulty in

Perhaps you may find some difficulty in

I' have no idea of putting myself, which is better a

I hope your visit to Bruges shall be completed

Before very long

how nor us 34 a day of two

The only is well enough to

Perhaps you may be surprised to

If we are yet in Manchester, cut

Perhaps you may be surprised to

I don't wish to go up to. Loughborough

I don't wish to go up to. Loughborough

I don't wish to go up to. Loughborough

I am doing a little island of those.
Mother and Father and I were talking about what you were going to do last night. Father suggested the following plan should nothing else turn up, as Father seems to think the chances of getting a place rather small, might perhaps work. Arnold Furnell who I think you know in life yourself or the body shot, as you have got nothing: he is a fellow very good about, though very quiet. Father suggests that you two should go together with staff as solicitors: all events you would be doing as
much as in a place in an office.
You would not be utterly devoid of interest. Fatitu could give you a little work and doubtless persuade others to do the same. W. Gurnell could do this also while your Fatitu might be able to give or get you something as well.
I don't see why you should not have as much chance of getting as as Holt or Schum. + of course, the start will be hard whenever you awake it.
T Desire to see you... I too... to... would... I’ve come... will be here... to... come... I’ll come... will you... to... you and we... we...